MAKE  THEE  MIGHTIER   YET
to Lloyd George or Foch. Later, when I went to Germany, I was
confirmed in my view; I couldn't see the use of sacrificing a
million Britishers if you were afraid to consolidate your victory.
When Germany began rearming, I felt, desperately, that we ought
to rearm so fast that she couldn't outarm us and rob us of the
fruits of victory. I wrote this, as far as I was allowed, in my
dispatches, as did most of my colleagues, and in private reports
and letters, and when I was in England hammered away at every
important man I could find, but nobody would take any notice.
Mr. Chamberlain, after Munich, said there had been a spiritual
revival in England. I cannot see one. A spiritual revival must
have some source, and from what source does this one spring?
From the dismemberment of Czechoslovakia? From the thought
that Franco is going to win in Spain? From the thought that
Shoreditch is still Shoreditch?
If you want a spiritual revival you will have to stop throwing
small countries to the wolves and do something about Shoreditch.
So there it is. You will see, soon, further German expansion in
Europe. You will, in my opinion, return your colonies to her. Not
your bounds will be set wider, but Germany's. At the end lies —
war or capitulation. But if you go to war, it should be, not for the
Jews, but to make the masses free and healthy in England and in
other countries. You cannot be expected to dethrone one system
of racial antagonism in order to enthrone another.
Now, the first tenet of your foreign policy must still be rearm,
rearm, rearm, but I fear that it is already too late, that you have
been too far outarmed. Also, the events of recent years have given
good ground for suspicion that those arms might be used, not to
defend democracy but to defeat it. We should have been better off
if Germany had won,the war in 1914. The world to-day would
have been groaning under the German yoke — but that is coming
anyway, and we should have saved millions of lives.
So long as Shoreditch is like that it's rnmrnw*- tn talk about
mother of the free, anyway.
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